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Write all answers on the answer sheet 

I-Vocabulary: A: Match the sentences with the pictures.(1point)

a b c d 

1. Kindness boosts energy and strength in elderly people.

2. Dictionary entries offer some information and explanations about the words.

3. She is trying to look up the words that she needs for translating the English essay.

4. The child is in hospital, so he can't attend in his school.

B: Fill in the blanks with proper words from the list. There is one extra word in the list.(1 pt)

compile  _ suppose _ forgive _ appreciate _ appropriate  

5. Our parents feel honored when we …………… their love and respect them. 

6.If you... something, it means you make a book, list record using different pieces of information

7. A monolingual dictionary is more ………..because we can find word information in English. 

8. I can't see his car, so I ……………… that he's gone out. 

 C: Match column A with the words in column B. There is one extra item in column B.(1pt)

A                                                                                                          B 

9. in a way that is successful and achieves what you want a. exercise

11. make ………..     b. a mistake

11. develop…….. c. a product

12. an arrangement in a particular order d. effectively

e. combination

D: Fill in the blanks with proper words on your own.(5/0pt) 
13. When Mary heard about her grandmother's death, she …………… into tears. 

14. A: What does "I.R" ……..…for?  B: Islamic Republic. 

    E: Choose the best option.( 5/0pt) 
15. It is no use trying to give technical teaching to our employees without ……….. education.         

a. hard working b. elementary c. wonderful d. destructive

16. I've heard that song was played ……………… times on the radio. 

a. advanced b. symbolic c. countless d. donated
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II. Grammar : A: Find the correct answer.(1 pt)

17.The television ……………… they have designed is going to be very expensive. 

a. which b. that it c. whom d. that is

18. The heavens and the earth and also the variation of the languages and the color of   people

…………… by God. 

a. created b. have created c. were created d. was created

19. What would you do if she ………………. you to borrow her your car? 
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         a. asks                                  b. might ask                     c. asked                   d. has asked 

21. I think Ali and Reza rarely go fishing in winter, ……… ? 

         a. does Ali                            b. don't they                      c. don't you            d. do they    

   B : Write the correct form by using the verbs in brackets.(1 pt) 
      Loghat-e Fors has synonyms and explanations that ………21……….(use) by young poets.  

This dictionary ..…..22…… (use) widely by the poets who lived after Asadi Tousi. 

Many words ….…23……. (add) to the first dictionary which Asadi ……24……(compile). 

 

   C : Look at the pictures and complete the sentences.(1 pt) 
 

      
25.The book was boring …… Tom had to read it. 

26. Sam has not come to work. I've heard he's sick, ….…… ?  

27. I don't have a good job and cannot earn enough money.  

       I would earn a lot of money if I……..(get) a good job.  

28. The marker ………. I use is black.  

 

D: Combine the sentences by using the suitable word in parenthesis.(1 pt) 

29. The lady encouraged the student. she is my English teacher . (who /which ) 

31. We have a lot of time before our flight. We can rest. ( so / and ) 
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III. Writing :A: Spelling : According to the sentence meaning, put the letters in parenthesis in 

correct order( 57.0pt ) 

31. Did Alexander Flemming …………….. ( corevdis ) penicillin? 

32. A good dictionary gives the user information about words such as spelling, pronunciation 

and ……………… (finidetion). 

33. Hafez is known to be the inspiration for many poets and ……( thausor ) around the world.  

 

B: Unscramble the sentences. (17.0pts ) 

  34. of  a book _ gives _ that _ introduction _ is _ the part _ at the beginning _a general idea 

  35. diary _ what _ I _ happens _ record _ every day _ in _ my  

 

C: Find four grammatical mistakes in the following passage and correct them.(2pts) 
 Hafez are regarded as one of the greatest Persian poets of all time. He was born in Shiraz about 

seven centuries ago. He was given religious education when he was a child. You know why  

he called Hafez, doesn’t you? He is called Hafez because he was learned  Holy Quran by heart.  

 36…………………… 37…………........… 38………………..……      39……………… 

D: Complete the sentences, use the words in parenthesis.(1/0)  

 41.If I had a lot of money, I …………………….. (buy). 

 41. Ali was so tired, but he……………..…………. (spare no pains). 

 42.  ………………………………..…… , does he? (catch flu) 

E:Write 8 simple sentences or compound sentences (by using and/so) about Dr.Gharib(2pts)  

  
43…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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IV. Reading :A:Cloze : Read the passage and complete it with given words.(5/0pts) 

 

combination _  strong _ natural _ heavy _ understanding _  collocation_ meaningless 

 Collocation is the way words work together to sound ….44… in a particular context. For 

example we might say "The typhoon brought heavy rain and strong winds", but we wouldn't say 

that is brought "….45….rain" or "…46... winds". Those …..47….do not collocate . Getting 

collocations "wrong" may not prevent people from …..48….. your text but it can often make 

….49… precise and may sound odd. Choosing the right ….51….will enable you to express 

yourself more precisely and will draw attention to where it should be. 

 

B:passage 1: Read the passage and answer the questions.(2pts) 

       Scientists believe that prehistoric people used many gestures to communicate with one 

another. Gestures, it is thought, were our first form of communication and the only one we had 

for a long period of time. Even today we use some sign language; for example, we shake our 

heads to indicate yes and no, we point, and we wave. 

The first spoken words may have been attempt to copy the sounds made by animals. Then 

people may have developed sounds of their own. Gradually, people may have repeated certain 

sounds so often that the sounds became familiar and understandable to others. Once spoken 

language had begun perhaps new words where invented as they were needed for people to 

express themselves verbally or to name new objects. In this way we can imagine language 

growing.  

   By using words, parents were able to teach them to their children .The children in turn, 

probably made up new ones. Each generation, therefore, in the development of language, knew 

more words than the generation before it. Language is still growing and changing.  

Can you think of some words that you use today that were not used by your parents or your 

grandparents when they were children? 

 

51. This article as a whole is about ………….. 

  a. new word                                                                   b. sign language              

  c. the beginning and progress of the language d. parents learning to speak 

52. It can be inferred from the article that …………… 

 a. people could always speak                     

 b. language is constantly growing 

 c. we know exactly where language began  

 d. new words are made by only a certain group of people 

53.In any language, new words are invented and people use them ………….. 

   a. to make the  language easier                                     b. to express themselves  

   c. to know more about each generation                        d. to develop a language 

54. The word "them" in paragraph 3 refers to ……………. 

   a. children                           b. generations                    c. animals              d. words 

Passage 2: Read the passage and answer the questions.(2/0pts) 

     Nutrition is the process by which plants and animals take in and use food. Food is needed to 

keep the body running smoothly . It provides energy for work and play, for breathing , and for 

the beating of the heart .The building material for muscles , bones, and blood comes from food . 

You can't have a healthy body without healthy eating and drinking. Not enough of some foods, 

or too much of others ,can lead to illness. 

   The food and drink you take in are called your diet.(This word is sometimes used in another 

way, to mean eating less food than normal in order to lose weight , as in "going on a diet") 

A person's diet is so important because growth and health depend on it. Dietician are people 

with knowledge of special diets(dietetics) , such as those used for sick people in hospital. 

   We should never forget that across the world between 13 and 18million people die each year 

from starvation and the diseases it brings; most of them are babies and young children. For the 

millions more who suffer from lack of food( not enough of the right foods), healthy eating is out 

of the question. It is hard enough just to try and stay alive. 

 

55.How can we have a healthy body?.................................................................................. 
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56. On the whole, the writer believes that by eating less food we can…………. 

    a. grow our health               b. lose weight         c. gain weight        d. decrease our health 

57. What dose 'it' in line 2refer to ? 

    a. food                                 b. body                    c. process        d. nutrition 

58. The word " special" in line can be replaced by? 

    a. perfect                              b. patient                  c. particular          d. protected 

59. The word "diet" has two meanings, what we eat and eating less food than normal.    T/F    

 

 

GOOD LUCK 

 
 

2از 2صفحه ی   
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                                                                                         محل مهر یا امضاء مدیر                                                         راهنمای تصحیح ردیف

1 

A. 1.c          2.b          3.a          4.d 

B.  5.appreciate       6.compile       7.appropriate       8.suppose 

C. 9.d          11.b          11.c          12.e 

D. 13.burst       14.stand 

E. 15.b       16.c 

2 

A. 17.a          18.c          19.c          21.d 

B. 21.used       22.were used       23.were added       24.compiled 

C. 25.but       26.isn’t he       27.got       28.which     

      29.The lady who is my English teacher encouraged the student.        
      31.we have a lot of time before our fligh so we can rest. 
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     A.  31.discover       32.definition       33.author        

     B.  34.Introduction is the part of  a book that gives a general idea at the              
beginning. 
     35.I record what happens in my diany everyday. 
     C.  36.is regarded      37.century       38.don’t you      39.he is colled 
     D.  41.I would buy a BMW car. 
     41.spared no pains. 
     42.He catches flu. 
     E.  43.Dr.Gharib was born in Tafresh county.Iran after completing high school         
he went to France,where he studied the medicin for 2 years and then enrolled at 
paris university medical school. He passed the difficult examinations for an 
externship .he received an M.D degree in 1937 and after one year he returned 
home.Gharib was appointed the first professor of pediatrics at Tehran university. 
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A. 44. Natural   45.heavy   46.strong   47.combination  48.understanding 

49.meaningless  51.collocation 

B. 51.c           52.b           53.b         54.d 

C. 55.we have to be aware of our diets. people should take in fresh and healthy 

food and avoid using saturated fat and junk foodS and also take exercises daily. 

        56.a         57.a            58.c             59.T 
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